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Proposal

We propose a low-cost mission that will allow mapping the distribution of icy objects in the Solar System
in order to constrain solar system evolution models.

Scientific Rationale

Eccentricity

Recent theoretical progress has led to the development
of a scenario for the dynamical evolution of the Solar
System, which explains essential features of the planetary system in which we live. The Nice model proposes
the migration of the giant planets from an initial, more
compact configuration into their present positions, long
after the dissipation of the initial proto-planetary gas disk.
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Key Goals

be done with the Hubble Space Telescope, for example)
We propose here a low cost mission to place a has the advantage of much greater sensitivity. The outdedicated platform into a fast reachable orbit (e.g.
inclined orbit, or Lagrangian point) which can
operate for a long duration period with the goal to:
• identify signatures of water and volatiles in mainbelt asteroids, Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) and distant objects (Centaurs, Kuiper belt objects and
the moons of giant planets) with the goal of mapping the distribution of water in the solar system;
• identify and characterise Main Belt Comets (MBCs)
and bodies like Themis, Ceres and others - the most
likely candidates to hold water ice LETTER
among the
asteroids;
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Identification Technique

gassing rates of MBCs and other water bearing asteroids
are very low, but a dedicated imaging system allows integration across the whole OH band and the whole area
of the diffuse OH coma, and integrations on each target
over many hours and days. In such a way a small, cheap
mission can achieve greater sensitivity than is possible
using more expensive but a general-purpose space observatory, and achieve a very significant result: A map of
the location of present-day water ice in our solar system.

Instrumentation and Mission Design
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First photometric calculations indicate that a telecope
with a 30 cm mirror and a mass <20 kg could be sufficient to detect potential water gas phases around asteroids using simple nonimaging spectrometers.
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Figure: Visibility of sample asteroid Oljato as seen
from L2 during time frame 2014-2020.

Figure: Telescope design used to study the feasibility of
the mass payload assumptions.
For an envioned payload which could carry additional instruments beyond the telescope, three types of
launcher are feasible: Long March (CZ2), Soyuz/Fregat
and Vega. The Long March launcher could transport a
mass of up to 1400 kg to GTO.
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